
Easter Sunday for Kids 
 

Theme: He’s Alive! 
 
1. Video: 
https://vimeo.com/showcase/5901065/video/329189106 
 
How much of the video is true, and how much is the kids’ 
imaginations? 
 
How do you think the disciples really felt when they found out that Jesus was alive? 
 
2. Activity 
You need: string and different-colored beads 
-Read Romans 3:23 and 6:23 (just the first part). How do you feel knowing that sin means that 
we are supposed to die? That the bad things we do means we deserve death? 
Place a blue bead on your string to represent sadness because sin means death. 
 
-Read Romans 5:8. Why did Jesus have to die? 
Place a red bead on your string to show that Jesus had to die to take the punishment for our sin. 
 
-Read Romans 4:7-8. Now our sins are forgiven because of what Jesus did! How does that 
make you feel? 
Place a clear or white bead on your string to represent that Jesus has cleared our sin from us. 
 
-Read 2 Corinthians 5:17. Not only did Jesus die, but He came back to life! That means we 
have a new life in Him and we do not have to be sinful people anymore. What’s exciting about 
having a new life? 
Place a green bead on your string to represent new life in Jesus! 
 
-Read ALL of Romans 6:23. What does eternal mean? When we accept Jesus into our hearts 
we get to live with God for eternity. Why is this a great gift? 
Place a yellow bead on your string to represent the gold roads in heaven, where we can live for 
eternity. 
 
Tie off your string and place it somewhere to remind you of what Jesus has done for us! 
 
3. Craft (if you want!) 
You need: 
-A printed Jesus sheet: 
https://digin-resources.group.com/media/10625/easter_jesus-figure_handout.pdf#_ga=2.110120
773.1769199834.1586610569-1674653343.1491087425 
*Each child only needs one Jesus cut out of the sheet. 
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-markers 
-scissors 
-rubber bands 
-pins 
-pencils 
-clear packing tape 
-½ gallon milk or juice carton (or something sturdier than paper) 
-stickers 
 
Instructions: 
https://digin-resources.group.com/media/10662/jumping-jesus-instructions.pdf#_ga=2.11923028
1.1769199834.1586610569-1674653343.1491087425 
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